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Wade is desperate for revenge. But how far is she ready to go? Craig will do anything to
prove he's not a wimp. Anything at all. And Andrew thinks he's really going to love
Fright Camp.
In the domed city of Evanescence, appearance is everything. A Natural Born among
genetically altered Aristocrats, all Ella ever wanted was to be like everyone else.
Augmented, sparkling, and perfect. Then...the crash. Devastated by her father's death and
struggling with her new physical limitations, Ella is terrified to learn she is not just
alone, but little more than a prisoner. Her only escape is to lose herself in Nexis, the
hugely popular virtual reality game her father created. In Nexis she meets Guster, a
senior player who guides Ella through the strange and compelling new world she now
inhabits. He offers Ella guidance, friendship...and something more. Something that allows
her to forget about the "real" world and makes her feel whole again. But when their
separate worlds collide, Ella will have to choose between love and survival. Because
Nexis isn’t quite the game everyone thinks it is. And it’s been waiting for Ella.
View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
A fairy-tale with a dark twist from Holly Black, bestselling author of The Spiderwick
Chronicles and The Cruel Prince. Sixteen-year-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and
independent, she travels from city to city with her mother's rock band, until an ominous
attack forces them back to her childhood home. To the place where she used to see
Faeries. They're still there. But Kaye's not a child anymore and this time she's dragged
into the thick of their dangerous, frightening world. A realm where black horses dwell
beneath the sea, desperate to drown you . . . where the sinister Thistlewitch divines
dark futures . . . and where beautiful faerie knights are driven to perform acts of
brutal depravity for the love of their uncaring queens. Once there, Kaye finds herself an
unwilling pawn in an ancient power struggle between two rival faerie kingdoms - a
struggle that could end in her death . . . Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Cassandra
Clare and Stephanie Garber. Also by Holly Black: The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Field
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Guide The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Seeing Stone The Spiderwick Chronicles: Lucinda's
Secret The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Ironwood Tree The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Wrath
of Mulgarath Valiant: A Modern Faerie Tale The Spiderwick Chronicles: Care and Feeding of
Sprites The Spiderwick Chronicles:The Nixie's Song Ironside: A Modern Faerie Tale The
Chronicles of Spiderwick The Spiderwick Chronicles: The Wyrm King The Modern Faerie Tales
A facsimile edition of the tattered notebooks of the Unknown Adventurer, this love letter
to the wild details everything you need to know about how to live and thrive in nature,
from the principles of treehouse building to wilderness first aid. If you are reading
this, it means my notebooks have been found. I am leaving them here at camp for
safekeeping along with a few other belongings that I won’t be taking with me. The
notebooks are a lifetime’s worth of knowledge, which I’m passing on the you. So reads an
excerpt from the weatherworn letter discovered by nature enthusiast Teddy Keen on a
recent trip to the Amazon, along with sketchbooks filled with details of extraordinary
adventures and escapades, expedition advice, and survival methods, annotated with
captivating colored-pencil drawings. It is thought that the sketchbooks were created for
two young relatives of the author. Drawing on Teddy’s knowledge of the outdoors, the
pages of the sketchbooks have been carefully transcribed for young readers, as they were
originally intended. You’ll be transported by riveting adventure tales from around the
globe, like being dragged off by a hyena in Botswana, surviving a Saharan dust storm,
being woken by an intrepid emperor penguin in Antarctica, and coming face-to-face with a
venomous bushmaster (one of the most dangerous snakes on the planet)—all told in lyrical
prose and illustrations that wonder at the mysterious beauty of the wild. Having inspired
the adventurous spirit in you, the Unknown Adventurer encourages you to set out on your
own adventure with information on wild camping, rafting, exploration, and shelters and
dens, plus tips on first aid and tying knots. Expert instructions on wilderness basics,
like building a fire, what to do if you get lost, and how to build various types of
shelters are accompanied by more specific skills culled from many years of experience,
like baking campfire bread, creating a toothbrush from a twig, making a suture from
soldier ants, and even how to pan for gold. Find your way back to your primal self with
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the immersive text and glorious color artwork of this one-of-a-kind adventure book.
REMEMBER: be good, be adventurous…and look after your parents.
The Folk of the Air Series Boxset
A Modern Faerie Tale
The Iron Trial (Magisterium #1)
The Love That Split the World
Summer Shadows
"This beautifully illustrated slice-of-life tale that shows two young women of color getting to know each other and creating a
relationship is so warm and charming that readers will hardly notice how much they are learning about how to better interact with
folx who are different from themselves and the importance of not making assumptions." -- Kirkus Reviews "...soft, expressive art
adds a visceral charge to the couple's very human experiences, which range from excitement and affection to pain and doubt." -Publisher's Weekly "This wholesome plot focuses on building understanding, offering mutual support, and budding selfacceptance, as well as the importance of asking rather than making assumptions; avoiding othering; and regarding all those in
one's orbit with compassion...A charming, sensitive story of love and acceptance." --School Library Journal " In a technologically
advanced near future, two young women bumble through their first dates and fights together as they enjoy the exhilaration of new
love....Always Human by Ari North is an endearingly feel-good sapphic romance set against a diverting futuristic backdrop."
--Samantha Zaboski, Shelf Awareness First serialized on the popular app and website WebToon, Always Human ran from
2015-2017 and amassed over 76,000 unique subscribers during its run. Now reformatted for a print edition in sponsorship with
GLAAD, Always Human is a beautifully drawn graphic novel about a developing relationship between two young women in a nearfuture, soft sci-fi setting. Always Human is drawn in a manga-influenced style and with an incredible color palette that leaps off the
page! In the near-future, people use technology to give the illusion of all kinds of body modifications-but some people have "Egan's
Syndrome," a highly sensitive immune system that rejects these "mods" and are unable to use them. Those who are affected
maintain a "natural" appearance, reliant on cosmetics and hair dye at most to help them play with their looks. Sunati is attracted to
Austen the first time she sees her and is drawn to what she assumes is Austen's bravery and confidence to live life unmodded.
When Sunati learns the truth, she's still attracted to Austen and asks her on a date. Gradually, their relationship unfolds as they
deal with friends, family, and the emotional conflicts that come with every romance. Together, they will learn and grow in a story
that reminds us no matter how technology evolves, we will remain . . . always human. Rendered in beautiful detail and an
extraordinary color palette, Always Human is a sweet love story told in a gentle sci-fi setting by a queer woman cartoonist, Ari
North.
In book three of the Curse Workers series, “the perfect end to this gem of a trilogy” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), trust is a
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priceless commodity and the lines between right and wrong become dangerously blurred. Cassel Sharpe knows he’s been used
as an assassin, but he’s trying to put all that behind him. He’s trying to be good, even though he grew up in a family of con artists
and cheating comes as easily as breathing to him. He’s trying to do the right thing. And he’s trying to convince himself that
working for the government is the right choice, even though he’s been raised to believe they are the enemy of all curse workers.
But with a mother on the lam, the girl he loves about to take her place in the Mob, and all new secrets coming to light, what’s right
and what’s wrong become increasingly hard to tell apart. When the Feds ask him to do the one thing he said he would never do
again, he starts to wonder if they really are the good guys, or if it’s all a con. And if it is, Cassel may have to make his biggest
gamble yet—on love. Love is dangerous and trust is priceless in Holly Black’s “powerful, edgy, dark” fantasy series (Publishers
Weekly).
Bestselling Holly Black boxed set of the Folk of Air trilogy. Newly available as a boxed set for the first time, these stunning
paperback editions of the bestselling Folk of the Air trilogy will be sure to delight both existing fans and new readers.
In this monumental conclusion to the Magisterium series, bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare push Callum to the
brink of annihilation, showing how magic has the ability to both save and doom, create and destroy.
A suspenseful and spooky series, perfect for fans of Goosebumps, from bestselling duo Ally Condie and Brendan Reichs. When a
bullying incident sends twelve year-old Nico Holland over the edge of a cliff into the icy waters of Still Cove, where no one ever
goes, friends Tyler and Ella – and even 'cool kid' Opal – rush to his rescue . . . only to discover an island hidden in the swirling
mists below. Shrouded by dense trees and murky tides, the island appears uninhabited, although the kids can't quite shake the
feeling that something about it is off. As the group delves deeper into the unknown, their discoveries – and their lives – begin to
intertwine in weird and spooky ways. Something ancient has awakened . . . and it knows their wishes and dreams – and their
deepest secrets. Do they have what it takes to face the shadowy things that lurk within their own hearts? Continue the chilling
adventure with The Beast.
Magisterium: The Copper Gauntlet
The Women in the Walls
Collection 3
Tithe
Ancient Earth Journal: The Early Cretaceous

From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes an exciting new series full of magical creatures,
whimsical adventures, and quirky illustrations. Here’s a list of things Pip Bartlett can talk to: Unicorns Miniature Silky
Griffins Bitterflunks Basically, all magical creatures Here’s a list of things she can’t talk to (at least, not very well): Parents
Teachers Basically, all people Because of a Unicorn Incident at her school (it was an accident!), Pip is spending the
summer with her Aunt Emma at the Cloverton Clinic for Page
Magical
Creatures. At first, it’s all fun, games, and chatting with
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Hobgrackles, but when Fuzzles appear and start bursting into flame at the worst possible places, Pip and her new friend
Tomas must take action. Because if the mystery of the Fuzzles isn’t solved soon, both magical and unmagical creatures
are going to be in a lot of trouble.
When her mother goes missing and her father is blamed for her disappearance, Rue Silver delves into her family's secret
past and learns something incredible that changes her entire understanding of the world in which she lives. 30,000 first
printing.
Continues the adventures of Call and his friends in the Magisterium.
The final, thrilling instalment in this extraordinary series from bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare. A
generation ago, powerful mage Constantine Madden came close to achieving what no magician had ever achieved: the
ability to bring back the dead. He didn't succeed . . . but he did find a way to keep himself alive, inside a young child
named Callum Hunt. Facing up to what he is, Callum has battled chaos and evil across four years of magical training at
the Magisterium, eventually defeating the armies of chaos in an epic battle. It came at a cost. Now, triumphant and
heartbroken, Callum Hunt has just about had enough, and is ready to complete his training. But the evil Callum faced has
not given up just yet . . .
The latest compulsive, terrifying novel from Amy Lukavics, author of Daughters Unto Devils. A must for fans of American
Horror Story, and the best horror writing you'll ever read.? Something isn't right in this house. Lucy Acosta's mother died
when she was three. Growing up in a Victorian mansion in the middle of the woods with her cold, distant father, she and
her best friend and cousin, Margaret, know the ancient hallways inside out. Or so they think . . . When her beloved Aunt
Penelope disappears while walking in the surrounding woods, Lucy finds herself devastated and alone. Margaret,
meanwhile, has been spending a LOT of time in the attic. She claims she can hear her mother's voice whispering from
the walls. Shut out by her father, Lucy watches helplessly as her cousin's sanity slowly and completely unravels. And
then she begins hearing voices herself . . . Praise for Daughters unto Devils 'Deeply disturbing, truly riveting and highly
recommended' Jonathan Maberry, bestselling author of Patient Zero 'Absolutely fantastic...completely defies the status
quo' teenreads.com 'This isn’t a book you’ll want to miss' Maximum Pop!
Stories from the Nerd Herd
Kensy and Max 1: Breaking News
Pip Bartlett's Guide to Magical Creatures (Pip Bartlett #1)
The Letter, the Witch, and the Ring
Revenge of the Dragon Lady
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From NEW YORK TIMES bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a riveting
new series that defies what you think you know about the world of magic. Most kids would do
anything to pass the Iron Trial. Not Callum Hunt. He wants to fail. All his life, Call has been
warned by his father to stay away from magic. If he succeeds at the Iron Trial and is admitted
into the Magisterium, he is sure it can only mean bad things for him. So he tries his best to do
his worst - and fails at failing. Now the Magisterium awaits him. It's a place that's both
sensational and sinister, with dark ties to his past and a twisty path to his future. The Iron
Trial is just the beginning, for the biggest test is still to come . . . From the remarkable
imaginations of bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a heart-stopping,
mind-blowing, pulse-pounding plunge into the magical unknown.
"A truly profound debut."—Buzzfeed "A time-bending suspense that's contemplative and fresh,
evocative and gripping."—USA Today "Henry's story captivates, both as a romance and as an
imaginative rethinking of time and space."—Publishers Weekly "This time-traveling, magical,
and beautifully written love story definitely deserves a spot on your bookshelf."—Bustle Emily
Henry's stunning debut novel is Friday Night Lights meets The Time Traveler's Wife and
perfectly captures those bittersweet months after high school, when we dream not only of the
future, but of all the roads and paths we've left untaken. Natalie's last summer in her small
Kentucky hometown is off to a magical start . . . until she starts seeing the "wrong things."
They're just momentary glimpses at first—her front door is red instead of its usual green,
there’s a preschool where the garden store should be. But then her whole town disappears for
hours, fading away into rolling hills and grazing buffalo, and Nat knows something isn't right.
Then there are the visits from the kind but mysterious apparition she calls "Grandmother,"
who tells her, "You have three months to save him." The next night, under the stadium lights
of the high school football field, she meets a beautiful boy named Beau, and it's as if time just
stops and nothing exists. Nothing, except Natalie and Beau.
A spooky stand-alone middle-grade novel from Dan Poblocki, perfect for fans of John Bellairs
and Mary Downing Hahn.
On one side of the Rift is a technological paradise without famine or want. On the other side is
a mystery. Sixteen-year-old Glenn Morgan has lived next to the Rift her entire life and has no
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idea of what might be on the other side of it. Glenn's only friend, Kevin, insists the fence holds
back a world of monsters and witchcraft, but magic isn't for Glenn. She has enough problems
with reality: Glenn's mother disappeared when she was six, and soon after, she lost her
scientist father to his all-consuming work on the mysterious Project. Glenn buries herself in
her studies and dreams about the day she can escape. But when her father's work leads to his
arrest, he gives Glenn a simple metal bracelet that will send Glenn and Kevin on the run---with
only one place to go. With MAGISTERIUM, Jeff Hirsch brings us the story of a complex,
captivating world that will leave readers breathless until the very last page.
From the imaginations of bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a heartstopping plunge into the magical unknown. Think you know magic? Think again. The
Magisterium awaits . . . Most people would do anything to get into the Magisterium and pass
the Iron Trial. Not Callum Hunt. Call has been told his whole life that he should never trust a
magician. And so he tries his best to do his worst - but fails at failing. Now he must enter the
Magisterium. It's a place that's both sensational and sinister. And Call realizes it has dark ties
to his past and a twisty path to his future. The Iron Trial is just the beginning. Call's biggest
test is still to come . . .
The Golden Tower (Magisterium #5)
The Curse Workers
The Copper Gauntlet
Shadowhunters Slipcase (2019)
White Cat; Red Glove; Black Heart
Callum Hunt's summer break isn't like other kids'. His closest companion is a Chaos-ridden wolf, Havoc. His father suspects
him of being secretly evil. And, of course, most kids aren't heading back to school in the magical world of the Magisterium . . .
It's not easy for Call . . . and it gets even harder after he checks out his basement and discovers that his dad might be trying to
destroy both him and Havoc. Call escapes to the Magisterium but things only intensify there. The Alkahest - a copper gauntlet
capable of separating certain magicians from their magic - has been stolen. And in their search to discover the culprit, Call and
his friends awaken the attention of some very dangerous foes - and get closer to an even more dangerous truth. As the
mysteries of the Magisterium deepen and widen, bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare take readers on an
extraordinary journey through one boy's conflict -and a whole world's fate.
"Magic can save you Magic can kill you It should be a time of celebration. The Enemy of Death is dead; a severed head proof of
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his downfall. The magical world has no reason to believe otherwise, and Callum, Tamara and Aaron are celebrated as heroes.
But at a party held in their honour, things go horribly, brutally wrong. A fellow student is callously murdered, and it seems
Call's worst fears are confirmed- there is a spy in the Magisterium. No one is safe. Now, using the powerful magic they've been
taught, the trio must risk their lives to track down the killer. But magic is dangerous - in the wrong hands it could bring terrible
destruction. And reveal the deadliest secret of all . . ."
'A deliciously light and amusing souffl of a book' Irish Independent Lena Szarka, a Hungarian cleaner, dusts off her detective
skills when a masterpiece is stolen from a gallery she cleans with her cousin Sarika. But when Sarika goes missing too,
accusations start to fly. Convinced her cousin is innocent, Lena sweeps her way through the secrets of the London art scene.
With the evidence mounting against Sarika and the police on her trail, Lena needs to track down the missing painting if she is to
clear her cousin. Embroiling herself in the sketchy world of thwarted talents, unpaid debts and elegant fraudsters, Lena finds
that there's more to this gallery than meets the eye. What did other readers have to say about A Clean Canvas? 'Witty and
warm but with an unsentimental core of steel in its chronicling of London's guest-workers, this looks set to become a highly
popular series' Morning Star 'Formidable and funny' Sunday Independent 'Terrific and heartwarming; a charming debut' Daisy
Waugh 'A warmly-crafted crime debut, perfect for our multicultural age' Vaseem Khan 'I loved In Strangers' Houses - poignant,
funny and races effortlessly along. Lena is a wonderfully unusual heroine and I can't wait for her next adventure' Elodie Harper
'Lena's tenacity and common sense illuminate this engaging story' Daily Mail 'Beautiful writing, a fine debut' The Sun 'A
deliciously light and amusing souffle of a book, the second in a series that is bound to run and run' Irish Independent
Callum Hunt’s summer break isn’t like other kids’. His closest companion is a Chaos-ridden wolf, Havoc. His father suspects
him of being secretly evil. And, of course, most kids aren’t heading back to school in the magical world of the Magisterium . . .
It’s not easy for Call . . . and it gets even harder after he checks out his basement and discovers that his dad might be trying to
destroy both him and Havoc. Call escapes to the Magisterium but things only intensify there. The Alkahest - a copper gauntlet
capable of separating certain magicians from their magic - has been stolen. And in their search to discover the culprit, Call and
his friends awaken the attention of some very dangerous foes - and get closer to an even more dangerous truth. As the
mysteries of the Magisterium deepen and widen, bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare take readers on an
extraordinary journey through one boy’s conflict -and a whole world’s fate.
Winner of the Andre Norton Award Return to New York Times bestselling author Holly Black’s enthralling realm of faerie in
the second Modern Faerie Tales novel, where danger and magic come hand-in-hand in the dark underground of New York City.
When seventeen-year-old Valerie runs away to New York, she’s trying to escape a life that has utterly betrayed her. Sporting
a new identity, she takes up with a gang of squatters who live in the city’s labyrinthine subway system. But there’s something
eerily beguiling about Val’s new friends that sets her on edge. When Val is talked into tracking down the lair of a mysterious
creature, she must strike a bargain to make it out with her life intact. Now drawn into a world she never knew existed, Val
finds herself torn between her affection for an honorable monster and her fear of what her new friends are becoming.
Kin
The Infernal Devices: Clockwork Prince
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Magisterium
The Bronze Key
The Darkdeep
Acclaimed authors Holly Black (Ironside)and Cecil Castellucci (Boy Proof) have united in geekdom to
edit short stories from some of the best selling and most promising geeks in young adult literature:
M.T. Anderson, Libba Bray, Cassandra Clare, John Green, Tracy Lynn, Cynthia and Greg Leitich Smith,
David Levithan, Kelly Link, Barry Lyga, Wendy Mass, Garth Nix, Scott Westerfield, Lisa Yee, and Sara
Zarr. With illustrated interstitials from comic book artists Hope Larson and Bryan Lee O'Malley,
Geektastic covers all things geeky, from Klingons and Jedi Knights to fan fiction, theater geeks, and
cosplayers. Whether you're a former, current, or future geek, or if you just want to get in touch with
your inner geek, Geektastic will help you get your geek on!
While sixteen-year-old Rue Silver travels into the faerie realm to find her mother, faerie creatures
are entering the human world and wreaking havoc, forcing Rue to ponder where her loyalty should lie.
For fans of How to Train Your Dragon and The Hobbit the sizzling, magical fantasy adventure that began
with A Darkness of Dragons continues... Brave friends Patch, Wren and Barver are no strangers to
danger. They take peril in their stride as they seek out their deadly foe - the evil Piper of Hamelyn.
But trying to stop his quest for power may end in a battle that will tear the three young heroes' world
apart. It has "All the ingredients of a perfect fantasy adventure." Kieran Larwood, author of The
Legend of Podkin One-ear
Written and illustrated in the style of a naturalist's notebook, this book supplies a first-hand
account of what it's like to stand alongside everything from the first birds to flying dinosaurs to
some of the largest creatures ever to walk the earth. Through illustrations and narrative, readers will
discover how some dinosaurs survived polar blizzards, while others were able to pump blood five stories
high to reach their brains.
Following clues in a mysterious deathbed letter, Rose, Rita and a friendly witch, Mrs. Zimmerman, are
lured into the sinister world of the occult.
Nexis
Chain of Gold
Ghost Hunter's Daughter
Kith
OCDaniel

Tessa Gray has found friends among the Shadowhunters, supernatural protectors of mankind who possess angelic blood. But Tessa's
new life is threatened when some members of the Clave challenge Charlotte's leadership and pressure her to resign. If Charlotte is
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forced out, Tessa will have to leave as well, making her easy prey for the still-at-large Magister! Will and Jem are determined not to
let this happen, but sometimes danger comes from where it's least expected...
When federal agents learn that seventeen-year-old Cassel Sharpe, a powerful transformation worker, may be of use to them, they
offer him a deal to join them rather than the mobsters for whom his brothers work.
The stakes have never been higher than in the final installment of Magisterium from the bestselling powerhouses of Holly Black and
Cassandra Clare.
The Copper GauntletRandom House
A thirteen-year-old boy's life revolves around hiding his obsessive complsive disorder until a girl at school, who is unkindly
nicknamed Psycho Sara, notices him for the first time and he gets a mysterious note that changes everything.
The Silver Mask
Black Heart
Notes, drawings, and observations from prehistory
Always Human
A Vanishing of Griffins
After accidentally killing a dragon, Wiglaf hopes his friends at Dragon Slayers' Academy will be able to help him prove himself a hero when he
faces that dragon's mother, Seetha, the Beast from the East. Follow Wiglaf's adventures at Dragon Slayers' Academy as he discovers more
about his past and what the future holds for him.
Amongst the secret and lies, will love survive? Summer lives under a terrible shadow. It drains her, manipulates her and threatens to steal her
future. A high-stakes mission offers a temporary escape. She must use her mind-shadowing abilities to hunt down her target and find the truth.
Hal Robinson is a soldier. He does not get distracted. He wins. But what Hal wants begins to shift once he meets Summer. They must learn to
trust each other if they are going to protect the Savant community. But will their secrets allow them to find a happy ending of their own? A
stunning new novel from the best-selling author of Finding Sky, Stealing Phoenix, and Seeking Crystal. Heart-pounding romance from the
recipient of the 2015 Romantic Novel of the Year Award, mixed with a thrilling mystery and a spine-tingling hint of the supernatural, Summer
Shadows is perfect for fans of Maggie Stiefvater, Meg Cabot, and Josephine Angelini.
"A brand-new series in the Shadowhunter world."--Cover.
Call is one of the most feared students in the history of the Magisterium, thought to be responsible for a devastating death and an ever-present
threat of war. As a result, Call has been imprisoned and interrogated. Everyone wants to know what Constantine was up to -- and how he lives on.
What would you do if you woke up in a strange place? If your whole life changed in the blink of an eye and you had no idea what was going on?
Twins Kensy and Max Grey’s lives are turned upside down when they are whisked off to London, and discover their parents are missing. As the
situation unfolds, so many things don’t add up: their strange new school, the bizarre grannies on their street, the coded messages they keep
finding and the feeling that, all around them, adults are keeping secrets . . . Things can never go back to the way they were, but the twins are
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determined to uncover the truth!
Valiant
Red Glove
from the notebooks of the Unknown Adventurer
Magisterium: the Enemy of Death
A Clean Canvas

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Holly Black comes the “dangerously, darkly gorgeous” (Cassandra
Clare) Curse Workers trilogy, now together in one beautiful bind-up! Cassel Sharpe comes from a family of curse
workers, people who have the power to change emotions, memories, and luck with the slightest touch of their hands.
And since curse work is illegal, they’re also all criminals. Many become mobsters and con artists, but not Cassel. He
doesn’t have magic, so he’s an outsider, the straight kid in a crooked family—except for the small detail that he
killed his best friend, Lila, three years ago. Cassel has carefully built up a facade of normalcy, blending into the
crowd. But his facade starts to crumble when he finds himself sleepwalking, propelled into the night by terrifying
dreams about a white cat that wants to tell him something. He’s noticing other disturbing things, too, including the
strange behavior of his two older brothers, who are keeping secrets from him. As Cassel begins to suspect he’s an
unwitting pawn in a huge con game, he must unravel his past, and his memories. To find the truth, Cassel will have
to out-con the conmen. This magical bind-up includes: White Cat Red Glove Black Heart
Geektastic
The Lost Book of Adventure
The Golden Tower
The Iron Trial
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